when he saw a vehicle matching the description of a vehicle involved in a shooting earlier in the evening. Other officers responded to the area and when officers approached, the driver and passenger fled on foot. Both subjects were apprehended. The vehicle was found to be stolen. The driver was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center for possession of a stolen vehicle and the passenger was booked for an outstanding misdemeanor warrant. On June 24, Officers J. Franco and B. Daffron located an aggressive driver and found the vehicle had just been taken in an armed carjacking. When they attempted to initiate a traffic stop, the offender fled. The vehicle was subsequently located in a nearby apartment complex in the Foothills Area command. Officers Daffron and Franco located the offender hiding behind a dumpster in the parking lot. The individual was a suspect in multiple carjackings and was a person of interest by Robbery and Auto Theft detectives. The offender was subsequently booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center.

• On June 16, Officers F. Duran and R. Casaus were in route to a call when Officer Duran spotted a suspicious vehicle parked in an alley. The officers made contact with the driver and passenger. As the investigation unfolded, it was discovered the vehicle was stolen. Both, the driver and the passenger were arrested and the vehicle was recovered.

• On June 22, Teams 8 and 9 were dispatched to a local restaurant in response to several subjects smashing the windows of the business. A description of the offender’s vehicle was given. Officer Abeyta located the vehicle and units responded quickly to conduct a high risk stop. Four offenders were arrested. One suspect was found to be on probation and the State Probation and Parole office revoked his probation. All four offenders were booked for felony criminal damage to property.

• On June 26, Officer D. Yurcisin was patrolling an area where he found a stolen black pickup truck parked in the parking lot of a supermarket. Officer Yurcisin moved his vehicle to an inconspicuous location where he could maintain eye contact with the stolen vehicle. He directed other officers to the area. Officer Yurcisin observed a male sitting inside the vehicle and instructed responding officers where to setup so that the male could be taken into custody in the safest way possible. After the male was located and taken into custody, the vehicle was recovered and the male was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center.
taken into custody, Officer Yurcisin located four handguns inside the vehicle. Three of the handguns were loaded and were inside a bag on the floor by the offender’s feet. Officer Yurcisin was able to safely apprehend an armed subject, who was in the commission of a felony offense. On June 6, Officer R. Holets responded to a man battering and assaulting women with a handgun at a park. When police arrived on scene, the offender had already left. Officer Holets located the two female victims. One of the victims was the girlfriend of the offender and was reluctant to give police any information regarding the incident. Officer Holets requested a domestic violence advocate and transported the victim away from the scene. By requesting an emergency restraining order and putting the victim at ease, Officer Holets was able to gain the cooperation of the victim. Officers Holets retrieved video evidence from a witness and, using the victims’ statements and video evidence, was able to gain an arrest warrant for the offender and a search warrant for the firearm. Officer Holets located the offender at the offender’s place of work, and arrested him without incident for four violent felony violations. On June 8, with the assistance of the Southeast Impact Unit, Officer Holets executed the search warrant and located the firearm at the offender’s parent’s residence.

Northeast Area Command...

• In June, the Northeast Area Command had 8,770 calls for service, wrote 1,809 reports, and issued 860 citations. There were 152 felony arrests, 132 misdemeanor arrests, 44 driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests, and 88 warrants issued. 4 community meetings were attended.

• On June 19, Officer Burchell was dispatched to a location where a male subject had been sitting in a vehicle in front of a house for several days. When Officer Burchell arrived on scene, he noticed the described vehicle did not have a license plate and a male was sitting inside. Officer Burchell ran the vehicle description through the National Crime Information Center and it came back as stolen. Another vehicle in the driveway also came back as stolen. In addition, a truck parked in front of the residence had been carjacked the day before. Four individuals voluntarily exited the residence. Detective A. Jones from the Auto Theft Unit responded to the scene and a permission to search was obtained. Three offenders were successfully taken into custody. The victim of the carjacking positively identified the offender.

• On June 16, Officer D. Rush and Recruit Officer C. Elliot were dispatched to a suspicious persons call. Witnesses reported a male subject was “waving a gun around”. The male was reportedly arguing with another individual until the situation escalated and the male threatened to shoot the other while pointing the firearm at him. As officers arrived, the male with the firearm fled on foot to a nearby apartment complex. A perimeter was quickly established and the male subject was found and taken into custody without incident.

• On June 18, Officer M. Radosevich and Sergeant Perez were dispatched to an apartment complex regarding a recovered stolen vehicle. The victim who resided in the apartment contacted police after she observed her stolen vehicle drive by as she was sitting outside. The vehicle was unoccupied when officers arrived. The offenders were arrested when they returned to the stolen vehicle. The subjects were taken into custody without incident. One subject was a known property crime offender who was responsible for several other auto thefts.

• On June 22, Officer D. Rush and Recruit Officer C. Elliot were dispatched to a priority one call regarding a female subject who was reportedly blocking another female with her vehicle and threatening to kill her. It was determined the dispute began with a male battering one of the female subjects with a crowbar. The male subject fled on foot after the battery while his current girlfriend and ex-wife got into a verbal dispute. After a thorough investigation, it was determined the male subject was on probation for homicide and criminal sexual penetration. With the coordination of APD officers and Probation and Parole, the male was later found and taken into custody. The female offender was charged with several misdemeanor charges.

• On June 26, Officer D. Rush and Recruit Officer C. Elliot, were dispatched to a possible residential burglary. This residence was abandoned and had been the source of numerous calls for service. Witnesses observed three male subjects in the back yard attempting to remove a hot tub. Several officers arrived on scene to assist with establishing a perimeter. The offenders were apprehended while they were carrying the hot tub. The property was referred to Nuisance Abatement to be boarded.

• On June 14, officers were dispatched to a
domestic dispute. The caller told dispatch a male subject hit his girlfriend in the parking lot and then pulled out a firearm and pointed it at her. The female fled the area but the male subject remained at the apartment complex. Officers D. Montano, I. Danius, and S. Treadway arrived on scene. They established a perimeter around the front of the apartment. Officer Montano noticed a subject walking through the parking lot that matched the description of the suspect. The male subject was found to be carrying a small caliber weapon in his hands. Officers remained calm and gave clear verbal commands for him to drop his weapon; he was immediately compliant. Because of the close proximity of the subject, the officers’ abilities to remain calm and communicate with each other effectively resulted in a successful arrest of the subject. He was taken into custody without incident and charged with aggravated assault with a deadly weapon.

On June 14, Officer B. Forsberg was traveling northbound when he observed a matching description of an offender vehicle from two armed robberies which occurred earlier in the evening. Officer Forsberg observed the vehicle in the center lane stopped at a red light. The vehicle was occupied by a male driver who also matched the suspect description. Officer Forsberg got behind the vehicle, which accelerated quickly, changed lanes and turned left into a mall. Officer Forsberg followed the vehicle and once in the parking lot engaged his emergency equipment. Officer Forsberg waited for Officers B. Shannon, S. Maher, and J. Eichel to arrive on scene. They conducted a felony stop and ordered the male driver out of the vehicle. The vehicle was sealed and towed from the scene.

On June 30, officers were dispatched to assist on a suspicious person called in by Albuquerque Fire Department (AFD). AFD called police after an unknown male went to the fire station advising he was having a medical issue. Before they could evaluate him, the unknown male got into a vehicle with a temporary tag and sped away. An Albuquerque ambulance and an AFD rescue unit followed the subject. The driver appeared to be unconscious at times weaving across all lanes of traffic. Officers then got behind the subject and sped ahead of him to block traffic as he was running red lights. He then cut across traffic without stopping at a very slow speed and continued running red lights. The subject then got on the freeway and accelerated in the left lane. Sergeant Z. Wesley advised all units to disengage and a citywide attempt to locate was sent. There were no accidents nor was anyone hurt. Speeds did not go above thirty miles an hour until the subject got on the freeway. Later in the day, the male subject was apprehended at the Foothills substation and placed under arrest for an outstanding warrant. The subject was summoned to court in reference to the eluding and traffic violation.

On June 24, officers were dispatched to a residence in response to domestic violence. Added remarks on the call stated that a male subject threatened his mother with a handgun. When officers arrived on scene, they determined the offender had felony charges. During this time, the subject had barricaded himself inside the residence and refused to come out for officers. The family had already exited the residence and he was the only subject inside. Due to the circumstances of the situation, a SWAT activation was initiated. After numerous hours, the subject was found hiding in the attic of the house and was subsequently arrested without further incident.

Foothills Area Command...

In June, the Foothills Area Command had 5,240 calls for service, wrote 989 reports, and issued 692 citations. There were 107 felony arrests, 186 misdemeanor arrests, 10 driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests, and 10 warrants issued.

On June 29, officers were dispatched to a missing persons call. The caller advised that the missing person suffered from mental illness. The missing person’s brother sent an e-mail in reference to the response by Officer J. Meyers. “I would like to convey my heartfelt thanks to your department for their care and efforts to find my brother. Officer J. Meyer took my missing person report and distributed it quickly to your department. Detective D. Torgrimson got a description and photos out to the news and social media, as well as a national alert. I’m still amazed that Officer J. Meyer found my brother near the officer’s own home (many miles away) early the next day! I know that several officers spent time looking for my brother as well. Please convey my thanks to them all as well. Good people and APD heroes helped my brother last Monday and Tuesday. Thanks to every one of them!”

On June 30, officers were dispatched to assist on a suspicious person called in by Albuquerque Fire Department (AFD). AFD called police after an unknown male went to the fire station advising he was having a medical issue. Before they could evaluate him, the unknown male got into a vehicle with a temporary tag and sped away. An Albuquerque ambulance and an AFD rescue unit followed the subject. The driver appeared to be unconscious at times weaving across all lanes of traffic. Officers then got behind the subject and sped ahead of him to block traffic as he was running red lights. He then cut across traffic without stopping at a very slow speed and continued running red lights. The subject then got on the freeway and accelerated in the left lane. Sergeant Z. Wesley advised all units to disengage and a citywide attempt to locate was sent. There were no accidents nor was anyone hurt. Speeds did not go above thirty miles an hour until the subject got on the freeway. Later in the day, the male subject was apprehended at the Foothills substation and placed under arrest for an outstanding warrant. The subject was summoned to court in reference to the eluding and traffic violation.

On June 24, officers were dispatched to a residence in response to domestic violence. Added remarks on the call stated that a male subject threatened his mother with a handgun. When officers arrived on scene, they determined the offender had felony charges. During this time, the subject had barricaded himself inside the residence and refused to come out for officers. The family had already exited the residence and he was the only subject inside. Due to the circumstances of the situation, a SWAT activation was initiated. After numerous hours, the subject was found hiding in the attic of the house and was subsequently arrested without further incident.
On June 26, officers were dispatched to a group home in response to a mentally-ill subject who resided there. The subject was diagnosed with medical conditions that rendered him with explosive anger issues. On this occasion, the group home called police for assistance because the subject was being physically abusive with the staff. Although not a police issue, the caretaker was scared and out of options with the subject. Officer Friedfertig who is Crisis-Intervention Training (CIT) certified, made contact with the subject and was able to calm him down. Officers further assisted with locating his doctor and explaining the situation. They were able to persuade the doctor to authorize a transport of the subject to a medical facility. Rescue was summoned and transported the subject without incident.

On June 24, Foothills Impact detective J. Allred assisted with a SWAT call regarding a report of a male subject who pointed a gun at another individual. Field officers responded to the residence where the alleged victim had barricaded herself and several children in a bathroom due to the alleged suspect being armed with a handgun. Officers were able to evacuate the female, and the children had exited the residence prior to officers’ arrival. The victim advised officers that her son had gone to a dealership and attempted to get his grandmother, who suffers from dementia, to purchase a car for him. In addition, they went to the bank and the suspect attempted to get his grandmother to withdraw $80,000 and to cash a large check. Both of those transactions were declined. The victim confronted her son telling him that he was going to have to move out of the house because he was taking advantage of his grandmother. The suspect lifted up his shirt and revealed a handgun concealed in his waistband. The suspect stated to the victim, “I’m not going anywhere” as he grabbed the pistol grip of the weapon. The victim advised she was certain her son was going to shoot her. Officers worked diligently to get the son to exit the residence; however, when this was met with no avail, SWAT was activated and responded. Detective Allred executed both a search warrant on the residence and an arrest warrant for the suspect. Once signed, the SWAT team and affiliated personnel, were successful in getting the suspect to exit the residence. The suspect was arrested on the charge of aggravated assault against a household member with a deadly weapon.

Field Services Bureau - West Valley Area Command...

In June, the Valley Area Command had 7,454 calls for service, wrote 1,363 reports and issued 1,555 citations. There were 107 felony arrests, 147 misdemeanor arrests, 33 driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests and 59 warrants issued. 31 community meetings were attended.

On June 10, Officer J. Lee and Recruit Officer L. Stallings were dispatched to a location in response to an aggravated driver. Officers saturated the area and located the vehicle. Upon initiating a traffic stop and making contact with the driver, it was determined she was under the influence of alcohol while operating a vehicle with three small children in the back seat. The female was booked on several charges including three counts of child endangerment.

On June 25, Officer B. Melendrez was on patrol when he heard officers being dispatched to a possible auto burglary in progress. Officer Melendrez proceeded to the area and located a subject matching the description running westbound with a black shiny object in his hand. Officer Melendrez exited his vehicle and issued verbal commands, however, the suspect refused to stop and continued running westbound. A brief foot pursuit ensued where the suspect ran to a fence and stopped. He then dropped the item in his hand, which was later discovered to be a metal shock baton. The suspect complied with commands and was taken into custody without incident by Officer Melendrez. The offender was booked on numerous felony charges.

On June 7, Officers D. White and T. Wickens were dispatched to a stabbing call. The suspect had cut the arm of a victim while in a motor vehicle. After the incident, the suspect fled the scene. Officers utilized police databases and learned the true identity of the suspect. The suspect had the arm of a victim while in a motor vehicle. After the incident, the suspect fled the scene. Officers utilized police databases and learned the true identity of the suspect. The subject was located at his residence and was arrested for aggravated battery with a deadly weapon. The vehicle was also sealed pending a search warrant.

On June 28, Officers C. Knight, J. Bowe and S. Molina responded to a residential burglary in progress. Dispatch advised that the father and his 17-year-old son were in a physical struggle with a male offender and were attempting to detain him until officers arrived. Officers Bowe and Molina quickly arrived on scene and took the offender into custody and prevented the father and son from being hurt. Burglary detectives were called to the scene and the
suspect was charged with residential burglary and booked for an outstanding misdemeanor warrant.

- On June 29, Officers M. Acata, J. Lujan, and Sergeant Valdez responded to a male subject threatening family members with a rifle and handgun. Upon arrival, the suspect barricaded himself inside his home and refused to come out for almost two hours. After establishing a perimeter and making continuous announcements, the decision was made to initiate a SWAT call out. Through a collaborative effort from teams one and three, the offender eventually exited the residence before SWAT was able to take over the inner perimeter. The suspect was arrested on aggravated assault and conspiracy charges. The Valley Impact team was summoned to assist with a search warrant on the residence. Upon completion of the search warrant, one of the firearms used in the assault was recovered.

- On June 19, Community Response (CR) officers were conducting patrols at the Rail Runner platform when Officer Maxwell observed two suspicious males sitting on the edge of the property. As they approached the subjects, Officer Maxwell observed the male holding an uncapped needle which was later determined to have contained heroin. The males were arrested and booked for possession of a controlled substance.

- On June 17, Community Response (CR) Officers Maxwell, Keeling and Jacoby were conducting patrols in the downtown area when they observed several subjects smoking what appeared to be marijuana. During their investigation and a search incident to arrest, they located heroin on one of the subjects. Two individuals were cited and another was arrested for possession of a controlled substance.

- In June, Officer D. Galvan conducted a tactical plan at a local park targeting drinking and other criminal activity. It resulted in a felony warrant, a misdemeanor warrant, two citations and two misdemeanor arrests.

- On June 24, Officer Jochum responded to a robbery/stabbing that took place at an Automated Teller Machine (ATM). The 22-year-old victim went to retrieve cash from the machine when he was approached by a male subject who attempted to grab the cash when it was dispensed. A struggle ensued and when the victim returned to his vehicle, he realized he had been stabbed in the chest, puncturing his lung. A short time later, a tip from the offender’s family identified the suspect and led to his capture, as well as that of his girlfriend who was his accomplice.

- On June 28, Officer Galvan followed up on a burglary of a television and was able to find the offender through Facebook. He positively identified the offender and the television. The suspect was interviewed and admitted to many other burglaries.

Southwest Area Command...

- In June, the Southwest Area Command had 5,818 calls for service, wrote 1,055 reports, and issued 652 citations. There were 72 felony arrests, 92 misdemeanor arrests, 18 driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests and 19 warrants issued. Six community meetings were attended.

- On June 12, Officer Medina was dispatched to an auto carjacking where the homeowner saw an individual inside his vehicle parked in his driveway. The owner confronted the male subject inside his vehicle who in turn pulled out a handgun and demanded the vehicle. The victim fled back inside the house and called police. Later that night, officers stopped to check an open garage door in the same area and located the male offender. The subject was taken into custody and arrested.

- On June 25, officers were dispatched to a shooting into an occupied dwelling. A description of the vehicle was provided. Officer Garcia made contact with individuals from the neighborhood. They gave him information on where the vehicle could be located. Officer Garcia located the vehicle with several subjects in it. The two males were identified by the victim. The shooter was identified and taken into custody. The Valley Impact Team responded and charged the shooter in the incident and obtained a search warrant for the vehicle.

- On June 28, Officers Demsich, Martinez, McMurrough and Sergeant O’Connell responded to a welfare check on a subject that had called in a bomb threat. The offender called 911 and stated that he had put a bomb in a local church. The subject also stated that he had an assault weapon and ammunition and would kill any officer he sees if he does not get his narcotics. Officers and Acting Sergeant McMurrough arrived to hear yelling coming from the residence, but the subject was not answering his phone. Sergeant O’Connell was able to reach...
the father by phone and he agreed to step out of the residence. The subject followed him out. Officers were able to take him into custody without force.

- On June 13, Team Five officers were dispatched to a residence to assist Valley officers in locating three male subjects who had attended a party and threatened people with a gun. The suspects were believed to be in a local residence. Officers Bartlett, Place, and Martinez arrived on scene and Officer Martinez observed three males matching the provided descriptions run into the home. A perimeter was established around the residence and Officer Bartlett made announcements which eventually resulted in all three males being taken into custody without incident. All three were later booked for aggravated assault with a deadly weapon.

- On June 13, Officers Sanchez and Place were dispatched to an address to check for a stolen vehicle. When they arrived, a male ran to the vehicle and began to flee the area. Officers then disengaged when it was clear that the male did not intend to stop. Sometime later, the vehicle was located abandoned. Assisting Officer Bartlett noticed a male acting strangely in the area and stopped him. Call research established the male was the suspect in the theft and he was booked for an outstanding felony warrant.

- On June 13, officers were dispatched to a parked stolen vehicle. The vehicle was being tracked by a On-Star who was giving officers updates to its location. As officers were attempting to locate the vehicle, it pulled behind an officer. Officer Maycumber then attempted to stop the vehicle engaging her emergency lights as the vehicle turned the corner onto a dead end street. Officer Maycumber then observed the vehicle accelerate at a high rate of speed into another vehicle and struck a different vehicle before rolling over. The diver and the passenger were detained without incident. The driver was found to be in possession of a firearm that was in the vehicle when it was stolen. Both subjects were checked by rescue and the driver was arrested on multiple felony charges.

- In June, detectives responded to a call in which an auto thief was attempting to steal a truck from the victim’s driveway. The victim heard noises and came outside at which time the offender pointed a gun at the victim, demanding the keys to the truck. The suspect fled the scene and was later taken into custody. Detective Chavez interviewed the suspect who stated that he was stealing the vehicles for another person. This individual would pay him for the vehicles and that he was given a list of vehicles to steal along with the address that the vehicle was parked at. The offender was arrested on armed robbery charges.

- On June 28, Officer J. Maycumber conducted a tactical plan at a specific location. This area had numerous complaints of speeding and was near a fatal moped accident. On this day, Officer Maycumber observed a moped weaving in and out of the traffic lane. The driver was identified and found to be driving on a revoked driver’s license. The driver was also found to be in possession of crack cocaine. The subject was arrested and booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center without incident. The tactical plan in just over an hour yielded five traffic stops, ten citations issued, one seized vehicle, and one felony arrest.

Northwest Area Command...

- In June, the Northwest Area Command had 5,451 calls for service, wrote 888 reports, and issued 853 citations. There were 32 felony arrests, 74 misdemeanor arrests, 21 driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests and 36 warrants issued. Four community meetings were attended.

- On June 1, Officer J. Young responded to a call of unattended children playing outside. He cleared the call and decided to patrol the complex. While on patrol, Officer Young heard a female scream for help. Officer Young headed in the direction of the scream just as two males and a female disappeared into an apartment. A neighbor who was outside advised Officer Young that the female had been assaulted and was possibly dragged into the apartment. Officer Young called for immediate back-up. The female suddenly exited the apartment from a patio door to the south and was screaming. Officer Young escorted the female to safety and had her evaluated by Emergency Medical Services (EMS) while other officers contained the apartment. Initially the occupants would not come out but eventually responded to announcements and complied with commands.

- On June 2, Officer Apodaca and Sergeant Weber responded to a suicidal threat. The subject’s daughter had run to a nearby off-duty officer’s house and advised her father had pointed a gun at his head and threatened suicide and was still inside the house. Sergeant Weber
coordinated arriving resources and officers set-up containment on the house. As the situation developed, officers were able to get the remaining occupants to exit. After some delay, a contact team consisting of Officers Maes, Apodaca, and Jochum were able to get the man to exit and surrender to police peacefully. His gun was tagged into safekeeping and he was transported for a mental health evaluation. While debriefing the call, officers were approached by the man’s wife and daughter who both expressed sincere thanks for the peaceful resolution.

On June 28, Officers Armijo and Ollquist were flagged down in response to a suspicious vehicle at a car wash. They were advised that the subjects in the vehicle were ‘shooting up.’ Officers located a vehicle matching the call description in one of the car wash stalls. The vehicle had an improper temporary tag in the window that did not belong to the vehicle. Two of the subjects inside and no signs they were utilizing the car wash. One of the subjects gave several different date of births and social security numbers to officers. He was eventually positively identified and found to have multiple felony warrants for his arrest for drug-related activity. Two subjects were booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center and the vehicle was towed.

On June 30, Officer Carrillo was dispatched to a store in response to a male subject passed out inside a vehicle. The temperature outside at the time was in excess of 100 degrees. When Officer Carrillo and her assisting officer arrived on scene, they located a male subject who had intentionally ingested illegal narcotics by use of a syringe. The subject was in a state of unconsciousness and appeared to be in distress. The subject was quickly removed from the vehicle and awoken. The male, as he was awoken physically, struggled with the officers who were able to calm him with no force being used. Later, a citizen who observed the professional actions of Officer Carrillo contacted Sergeant Hilger by telephone and provided a verbal account of the professional behavior of the officers on scene. The citizen, identified as a doctor, stated she was impressed with the quickness of action and professional demeanor of the officers on scene.

On June 17, Officer S. Casaus responded to an auto burglary in progress at an animal hospital. Two vehicles had been broken into and the offenders had left the area in a white vehicle. One of the victims confronted the offenders during the burglary of his vehicle and the offender pointed a gun at him. An attempt to locate the vehicle was placed and the offender’s residence was kept under surveillance by undercover detectives from the Foothills Area Command. There, detectives located the vehicle and the suspects of the burglary. The subjects fled on foot when officers arrived. Foothills detectives and officers arrested the suspects and recovered all the items taken from the victim’s vehicles at the animal hospital. One item was a handgun. Northwest Impact detectives recovered and returned the items to the victims.

Special Services Bureau
Open Space...

• On June 1, APD Open Space Search and Rescue team (APD SAR) received a request from the Bernalillo County Fire Department to assist with a search and rescue mission in the Sandia Mountains. The APD SAR team was deployed. The victim had called his brother stating he was lost in the Sandia Mountains approximately three miles from the top of the La Luz trail. The subject did not answer any subsequent calls. Further investigation determined the subject had to be rescued in Colorado and Arizona in similar situations. The individual was a forty-six year old male who was developmentally delayed and did not have food, water, or proper clothing. This increased the severity of the rescue mission. Officers were able to obtain Global Position System (GPS) coordinates from the subject’s phone. Metro 1 Air Unit was given the GPS coordinates and located the subject approximately six miles away from the La Luz trail in a different section of the Sandia Mountains. A third APD SAR team deployed from the Tramway base station and was able to reach the subject after three hours of strenuous hiking over dangerous terrain. Officers treated the subject for dehydration, minor injuries, and provided him nourishment. Once stable, it took another four hours to get him off the mountain. The victim was treated by Bernalillo County Fire Department and released to a family member.

• On June 14, the Open Space SAR team was requested by the United States Forest Service to assist with a search for a lost hiker in the Sandia Mountains. Sandoval County was running the search operations and had two teams looking for
hours on the north end of the Sandia Mountains with no success. APD SAR team arrived on scene, and within five minutes were able to pinpoint her location with GPS information extracted from a photograph. The photograph was sent to APD SAR by the missing hiker. APD SAR provided this information to air support who located the missing hiker. Air support directed the missing hiker to the Sandoval County search team who walked out with the missing hiker.

On June 17, Open Space officers were requested by the Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office (BCSO) for a water search and rescue on the Rio Grande River. A family had been rafting down the river with their child in a blow up raft. It became dark and their boat deflated leaving them stranded on a heavily overgrown island. The caller indicated he was somewhere in the middle of the river and believed they were near Alameda. He stated his daughter and wife were wet, extremely cold, and shivering. His wife and daughter could not swim and the water was flowing too fast to cross. Open Space officers launched the hovercraft at Alameda and began searching the islands. At approximately 10:30 p.m. the victims were located on an island surrounded by fast flowing water. After a quick assessment, all subjects were transported by hovercraft off the island and safely to the shore.

On June 29, Open Space Officers J. McDaniel, A. Martinez and Sergeant M. Meisinger responded to a search and rescue on the Domingo Baca Trail. Two females had become lost and stuck in a heavily overgrown canyon with cliff walls. They ran out of water and began drinking from a stream. Several hours later they called for help. Cell phone pings proved inaccurate. Officers interviewed the subjects over the phone and obtained a high probability search area. After several hours of searching, the subjects were located, assessed and hiked out to safety.

Office of Emergency Management (OEM)...

OEM received notification from the Federal Emergency Management Agency that the revised City of Albuquerque Mitigation Plan was approved.

OEM is rewriting the mass dispensing of medical countermeasures plans wherein OEM is responsible to coordinate the mass distribution of prophylaxis to approximately 556,000 residents within 48 hours. A secondary plan is being created to dispense the same to essential City of Albuquerque personnel.

Prisoner Transport Unit (PTU)...

In June, the Prisoner Transport Unit processed 1,073 prisoners through the Prisoner Transport Center. The Albuquerque Police Department arrested 848 prisoners and other law enforcement agencies arrested 225 prisoners. PTU made 225 trips to the Metropolitan Detention Center and accepted eight walk-in prisoners at the Metropolitan Detention Center.

The Albuquerque Police Department/Albuquerque Fire Department Public Inebriant Intervention Program (PIIP) Team made 61 field contacts; 25 public inebriants were transported to Metropolitan Assessment and Treatment Services (MATS), 18 public inebriants were transported by Emergency Medical Support, and 18 public inebriants refused services.

Homeland Security Division (HSD)...

The project to move the portables obtained through the DOD 1033 program is about 40% complete. APD now has full possession of both units. The modulars have been broken down and are in storage at the contractor’s lot in El Paso, Texas. The Southeast Area Command and Tactical Range sites are now being prepped for relocation of the units.

Metro Court Protection Detail (MCPD)...

In June, 61 individuals were remanded by the court and booked; one individual was remanded but bonded out on site; 30 individuals were booked with arrest warrants; 40 other individuals were booked with arrest warrants but bonded out on site; one juvenile warrant was cleared; and 66 misdemeanor and seven felony warrants were cleared.

In June, MCPD completed 887 calls for service and self-initiated activities.

Special Operations Division...

In June, the Bomb Squad responded to eight bomb-related calls.

APD’s Bomb Squad also assisted in a high probability threat inside the Santa Ana Star Center located in Rio Rancho. A subject called in a very detailed bomb threat targeting a business inside the Santa Ana Star Center. After
a thorough search, no device was located.

- In June, the Bomb Squad K-9 officers responded to four requests. They included a request from the United States Secret Service to provide sweeps for Hillary Clinton when she was visiting Albuquerque; sweeps for a loss prevention conference; and a request to sweep a Federal building.
- In June, the K-9 unit was responsible for seven K-9 apprehensions and responded to eight SWAT activations.
- In June, SWAT responded to 54 calls for service and had 227 SWAT activation hours.

**Metro Traffic Division...**
- In June, the unit responded to 413 calls for service.
- In June, the unit had 70 driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests; one drug recognition expert (DRE) arrest; six felony arrests; and nine misdemeanor arrests/warrants.
- In June, the unit issued 1,417 moving citations; 12 cell phone citations; towed 58 vehicles; and had 20 DWI forfeitures.
- In June, the unit recovered one stolen vehicle; investigated 224 crashes; and wrote 249 reports.

**Investigative Bureau**

**Scientific Evidence Division...**
- In June, the Major Crime Scene Team responded to six call-outs and Field Investigations responded to 1,039 calls for service.
- In June, field investigators completed 728 reports; collected 1,028 latent fingerprint cards; tagged 345 evidence items; and tagged 363 photograph CDs.
- In June, the Photo Lab worked on 332 cases resulting in 4,828 prints and 385 discs.
- In June, the Evidence, Identification and Disposition Unit supported the following backgrounds; 99 case dispositions, 69 employment, 33 firearms, 102 FBI and 30 CODIS requests. 50 RAP’s and photos were distributed, 34 new APD applicants were fingerprinted, 1,076 fingerprints were classified in AFIS and 1,925 new and old arrests were processed into the TIBURON criminal history records.
- In June, the Evidence, Identification, and Disposition Unit received 8,390 evidence items, duplicated 4,571 audio/video recordings and supported 14 pretrial viewings. Efforts to reduce inventory resulted in 277 items returned to owners; 2,810 items disposed; and $284.76 received as auction proceeds. The unit also processed 5,926 case disposition transactions into evidence history.
- In June, the Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) unofficial data for the Latent/Print Unit showed 1,110 entries and 311 hits (28% hit rate)
- In June, the New Mexico DNA Identification System (NMDIS) received 360 new convicted offender/arrestee DNA samples, with a cumulative total of almost 106,500 collected. 483 samples were analyzed, uploaded, and searched in CODIS, with a cumulative total of almost 100,000 searchable DNA profiles. As a result of these convicted offender/arrestee samples, 62 unsolved cases were matched to convicted offenders/arrestees, eight case-to-case matches were made, with a resulting total of 75 investigations being aided.

**Property Crimes Division**

**Auto Theft Unit...**
- On June 2, the Auto/NITe Unit assisted in response to a stolen vehicle that was observed entering a store parking lot by Lieutenant Cappon and the loss prevention manager. The occupants were seen exiting the vehicle and entering the store. The car was confirmed stolen and detectives set up surveillance and waited for the suspects to exit the store. One of the males exited the business and attempted to elude officers by entering a neighboring grocery store. He was taken into custody. The driver was taken into custody as she exited the store and tried to reenter the car. The male was found to have a felony warrant and was in possession of heroin. Both subjects were booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center.
- On June 2, the Auto/NITe Unit assisted the Northeast Area Command in response to a stolen vehicle that had rammed a police car as it was attempting to elude officers by entering a neighboring grocery store. He was taken into custody. The driver was taken into custody as she exited the store and tried to reenter the car. The male was found to have a felony warrant and was in possession of heroin. Both subjects were booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center.
- On June 2, the Auto/NITe Unit assisted the Northeast Area Command in response to a stolen vehicle that had rammed a police car as it was attempting to elude officers. The vehicle was driven by a female offender who was followed by Metro 1 air support. Eventually, the subject exited the car and attempted to walk away from the vehicle. She was taken into custody without further incident. She had three prior arrests for receiving and transferring a stolen vehicle. She was booked for aggravated battery on a police officer, receiving and transferring a stolen vehicle, aggravating fleeing and tampering with evidence.
- On June 4, Auto/NITe Detective Economidy
was in the Southeast Area Command when he observed a white pick-up truck enter the parking lot of a motel. He saw the occupants exit the truck and enter a room at the motel. He ran the license plate on the truck which came back stolen out of this jurisdiction one day prior. With the arrival of additional Auto/NITe detectives, they set up surveillance on the truck and when the original occupants exited the motel room they were taken into custody without incident. The male admitted to “dumping” another vehicle that he had stolen three days prior to stealing the one he was caught in. Detectives were able to locate and recover that vehicle as well. Both subjects were booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center and the two vehicles were recovered.

On June 25, Auto/ NITe detectives were on patrol in the Northeast Area Command when they observed a gold van with a male subject inside of the vehicle. The van was found to be stolen and the male was arrested.

Burglary Unit...
- In June, detectives worked the AFIS/CODIS directed activity. Seven cases were cleared and arrest warrants were obtained for the offenders.
- On June 6, officers were dispatched to a gas station in response to a commercial burglary. A witness saw a male juvenile breaking the windows to the business and removing property from inside. As officers arrived on scene, they found a male matching the offender description with property from the store in his possession. Burglary detectives were able to recover $1,800 worth of stolen property which was returned to the business owner. The male originally concealed his identity. He was transported to the APD Identification Unit where he was identified. The suspect was booked into the Juvenile Detention Center without incident.
- On June 22, Burglary detectives were working a directed activity in the Southwest Area Command targeting commercial burglaries. The detectives observed a male subject using a pry bar attempting to enter a gas station. Burglary detectives arrested the offender and located the tools used during the crime. The suspect was charged with possession of burglary tools and tampering with evidence.
- In June, Burglary detectives cleared 17 burglary cases by arrest; wrote and obtained nine arrest warrants and seven search warrants; and recovered $6,000 in stolen property.

Organized Retail Crime Unit...
- On June 1, detectives with the Organized Retail Crime Unit made three arrests and issued an arrest warrant for a fourth offender for a series of commercial burglaries at a mall. The unit received information from the Crime Analysis Unit regarding a commercial burglary hotspot occurring at this location. Six kiosk retailers had been burglarized during overnight hours when the mall was closed. Detectives worked a joint operation with Northwest Impact and Auto/NITe detectives which led to the apprehension of three suspects. Subsequent investigation identified a fourth offender.
- On June 10, detectives with the Organized Retail Crime Unit arrested two subjects with seven felony warrants. Both subjects had been identified by the Crime Analysis Unit for their pawning activity through Leads Online. The two subjects would shoplift items from one business and then sell the stolen merchandise (pawn) to another business. The two offenders were responsible for losses in the thousands of dollars to retail stores. The subjects were arrested with the assistance of Foothills field units.
- On June 16, detectives with the Organized Retail Crime Unit arrested a male offender involved in mail theft. The offender would steal mail in an attempt to locate checks. After finding checks, he would alter them and cash them at area banks and credit unions. This caused financial institutions losses in the thousands of dollars. Financial Institution Security Officers Association (FISOA) partnership members posted his information and he was identified. An arrest warrant was issued for him. He was located and booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center. The offender was able to get out of jail and then arrested for auto theft two days later.
- On June 16, detectives with the Organized Retail Crime Unit received information that an absconder was staying at a specific location. Detectives set up surveillance and positively identified the felon as he exited the residence. Following a foot chase, he was taken into custody without incident. The offender had three outstanding felony warrants and was also in possession of a shotgun, which he used earlier in the afternoon to threaten his roommate regarding a property dispute. He was transported to the Metropolitan Detention Center.
White Collar/Financial Crimes Unit...

- In June, the White Collar/Financial Crimes Unit received a case in which a female offender who worked at a credit bureau had stole an identity. The victim submitted her personal information to an apartment complex as part of a rental agreement. The apartment complex sent the victim’s information to a credit bureau business for a credit check. An employee at that business noted the high credit score. She copied the victim’s information and credit account numbers the victim owned. The offender, using the victim’s information and account numbers, made significant purchases. Some of the purchases were made on gift cards in an attempt to launder the fraudulent transaction. The offender was identified and admitted to the crime.

- On June 15, Detective Natewa attended a probation violation hearing in District Court. Earlier in the year, Detective Natewa had submitted a racketeering case to the District Attorney’s office on a male and female offender. The two were contacting friends and family members to deposit fraudulent checks through bank ATMs. The male and female would supply the bogus checks and direct people on how to open fraudulent accounts. They would assist in the removal of cash, via ATMs, from the accounts before the bad checks were discovered. The male and female offender would receive a cut of the illegal proceeds. This scheme resulted in the loss of thousands of dollars to area banks. The male offender was on probation when the case was submitted. A hearing was held and the judge ordered his probation revoked. He was sentenced to almost two years in the Department of Corrections.

Criminal Investigations Division...

- In June, the Homicide Unit had 23 active cases; sent six cases to the District Attorney’s office; and reviewed seven unattended cases.
- In June, the Armed Robbery Unit responded to six robbery call outs and cleared 43 cases. Of those 43 cases, 23 were sent to the District Attorney’s office for prosecution. The unit also made seven in-custody arrests; wrote four arrest warrants; and conducted seven search warrants. They had 44 new cases assigned to them this month.
- In June, the Sex Crimes Unit responded to five sex crimes call outs; cleared 29 cases with four being submitted to the District Attorney’s office. The unit wrote seven search warrants. They had 41 new cases assigned to them this month.
- In June, the Family Abuse/Stalking Training Team (FASTT) cleared 15 cases with five being submitted to the District Attorney’s office. FASTT reviewed 151 cases and they have three active cases.
- In June there were 85 new runaways/missing persons reported to the Missing Persons Unit. The unit cleared 91 total runaways/missing person cases. The unit currently has 120 active cases.
- In June there were 87% Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) certified officers in the field including Sergeants and Lieutenants.
- In June, CIT detectives had 23 cases assigned to them; closed eight cases; and submitted three cases to the District Attorney’s office.
- In June, the Crimes Against Children Unit (CACU) completed, 1,764 referrals to the Children, Youth and Families Department (CYFD) which is 612 more referrals than May.
- In June, CACU detectives were assigned 68 new cases; executed five search warrants; and generated two arrest warrants.

Special Investigations Division...

- In June, members of the Homeland Security Investigations Task Force conducted a month long operation to target the Worst of the Worst offenders. Task Force members arrested two individuals with extensive violent criminal histories. These individuals met the criteria for Worst of the Worst set forth by the United States Attorney’s Office.
- Region I Task Force executed a state search warrant in Albuquerque following multiple controlled purchases by a confidential source. Heroin, crack cocaine and three guns were found, including an assault rifle.
- The Intelligence Unit assisted Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office and the United States Marshals in locating a wanted individual.
- In June, the Gang Unit was called to assist with locating an individual who was wanted for attempting to hit officers with his vehicle. The offender is a known gang member with a lengthy criminal history and had multiple felony and misdemeanor warrants for his arrest. Detectives followed up on investigative information and located the subject leaving a residence. When
detectives attempted to take him into custody, he rammed several police vehicles. He then exited his vehicle and fled on foot. He was later apprehended and booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center on his warrants.

In June, the Gang Unit was called to assist with a call in response to a shooting. Detectives learned that two individuals were involved in an altercation at a local night club. Shortly after the confrontation, one of the subjects returned and shot the other. The offender fled the scene in his vehicle and was later apprehended. The suspect was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center and a search warrant was conducted on his vehicle.

On June 1, Air 5 was displayed at the Double Eagle Airport for an aviation summer camp targeting teenagers interested in aviation careers. The name of the camp was Double Eagle Aviation Adventure (DEAA) and it was sponsored by the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA), Albuquerque Chapter 179. Officers Rainey, Correia and Sergeant Taylor spoke to the group about law enforcement aviation careers and how the aircraft was used to help protect citizens. Students were allowed to see the aircraft up close (inside and out) and ask questions. Officers made direct contact with 30 summer camp students at this community relations event.

On June 13, Air1 responded to a hit-and-run serious injury accident. Reports stated that a vehicle fled the area after hitting a pedestrian. Upon arrival, Air1 started a search of the area. During this time, a witness called 911 and advised that he had contact with a female in a red vehicle with front end damage who stated that she hit someone. The witness was able to get a license plate number. The registration came back to an address and Air1 immediately responded to this area. Upon arrival, Air1 observed a vehicle being pulled into a garage at the target residence. The subjects closed the garage door and then pulled two vehicles into the driveway behind the offender’s vehicle. Air1 directed units to the location where they made contact with the female offender and secured the vehicle. The female was arrested and booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center.

On June 26, Air1 responded to a vehicle that failed to yield for a traffic stop. Units advised that the vehicle was being driven in a reckless manner and they were not pursuing the vehicle. As Air1 arrived in the area, the vehicle was observed driving northbound. No units were engaged or near the vehicle at this time. The vehicle ran a stop sign and collided with another vehicle traveling westbound. The two occupants of the vehicle fled on foot. The female passenger was detained just north of the vehicle. Air1 located the male driver in a backyard and directed a K-9 search team to the location. The offender attempted to exit the yard several times but returned after being contacted by officers. The offender eventually tried to hide in a dog run in a backyard. The K-9 team contacted and arrested the subject. The vehicle was found to be stolen.

The Southeast Area Command’s Crime Prevention Unit received several complaints of drug trafficking in a specific area. The complaints were referred to Central Narcotics. Detectives were able to conduct multiple controlled buys. On June 26, a search warrant was served and a suspect was arrested on drug trafficking charges. A trafficking amount of crack cocaine was seized.

Real Time Crime Center (RTCC)...

- The Bridge assisted in 2,768 calls for service in May. About 83% of those were intervention from the operators in the Bridge.
- The Crisis Intervention Case Management System had more than 3,000 cases and was utilized 2,159 times in June. About 42% of the calls worked were suicide, mental health or domestic disturbance calls. The video network was also utilized 379 times.
- On June 16, Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office detectives supplied a Facebook photograph of a person of interest for a homicide that was being investigated by the agency. Bridge personnel were able to identify a date of birth and further research resulted in a positive identification of the offender along with photographs.
- The Crime Analysis Unit developed the June Property Crime Warrant advertisement that featured 30 property crime offenders with active felony property crime warrants. The information was posted on Connect and delivered to the Albuquerque Journal for publication.

Professional Accountability Bureau Communications Division...

- In June, the APD Emergency Communications Center staff answered 84,931 incoming 911 and 242-COPS calls. There were 36,173 calls
answered for 911 and 48,758 calls answered for 242-COPS.

- 911 Operators answered 87.5% of the 911 calls within 10 seconds (national standard is 90%, APD standard is 92.0%); operators also answered 92.99% of the 242-COPS calls within 30 seconds (APD goal is 90% answered within 30 seconds).
- Calls answered in June of this year increased 16% over calls taken in June of last year. 9-1-1 calls increased 28.3% and 242-COPS calls increased 8.3%, for an overall increase of 16%.
- In June, Communications representatives (Training Supervisor, Data & Records Coordinator and Manager) attended the National Emergency Number Association (NENA) International Conference in Denver. During the conference, a meeting was held to discuss Next Generation 911 systems, costs, and implementation issues.
- 911 Operator Michelle Nunez was honored as Civilian Employee of the Month.

**APD Academy...**

- The 113th Cadet Class completed their thirteenth week of training in June.
- In June, the Academy received 405 interest cards.
- On weekend testing June 5 - 7, 80 individuals attended city entrance; 69 attended Saturday testing; and 61 passed to background checks.
- On weekend testing June 26 - 28, 440 scheduled to test; 142 attended city entrance; 97 attended Saturday testing; and 81 passed to background.
- There are currently 17 seated for the upcoming 114th Cadet class.

**Administrative Support Bureau Planning Division...**

- In June, the Planning Division submitted three grant proposals on behalf of APD to the Federal government.
- In June, Planning staff attended a grant training at the New Mexico Law Enforcement Academy.
- Planning staff began the work of reviewing and revising the department’s Performance Measures.

**Central Records Division...**

- In June, the Public Information Unit received 892 requests totaling $8,765.90 in revenue generated from citizen requests/registers.
- In June, Records Supervisor Javier Urban completed the Supervisory Development Course administered by the City’s Public Service University.
- In June, the Report Review Unit completed the following: 2,917 Automated Reporting System (ARS) transfers; 295 ARS supplements; 1,101 National Crime Information Center entries; 2,001 accidents; and 2,367 officer calls.
- In June, Court Services completed the following: 176 pretrial hearings scheduled; 321 arraignments processed; 216 felony cases submitted to the District Attorney’s Office; and 490 summons submitted to the Metropolitan Court.
- In June, the Alarm Unit collected $96,575.
- In June, the Telephone Report Unit generated 709 original reports and 196 supplemental reports. This resulted in a savings of 1,843.40 hours of field services time and a monetary saving of $36,200.
- In June, the Telephone Report Unit processed 516 on-line (Cop Logic) reports resulting in a savings of 1,341.60 hours of field services time and a monetary savings of $20,640.
- In June, the Inspection of Public Records (IPRA) received 159 requests; closed 101 requests and collected $4,739 in revenue.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto Burglary</td>
<td>4098</td>
<td>3419</td>
<td>3672</td>
<td>4678</td>
<td>3730</td>
<td>280.18</td>
<td>3449-4009</td>
<td>+25%</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>49.80</td>
<td>500-599</td>
<td>+27%</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Theft</td>
<td>1423</td>
<td>1526</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td>2451</td>
<td>1601</td>
<td>184.23</td>
<td>1417-1786</td>
<td>+53%</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>21.30</td>
<td>197-240</td>
<td>+8%</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Burglary</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>113.07</td>
<td>676-902</td>
<td>-25%</td>
<td>-1.77</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>28.89</td>
<td>108-166</td>
<td>-39%</td>
<td>-1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Burglary</td>
<td>2711</td>
<td>3103</td>
<td>2506</td>
<td>2515</td>
<td>2773</td>
<td>247.68</td>
<td>2526-3021</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>-1.04</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>45.54</td>
<td>382-473</td>
<td>+7%</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| % change is based upon the 2015 time-frame compared to the average of the previous 3 years for the same time-frame. 
The blue represents numbers that are highly statistically significant. It denotes that there were less than average incidents of the particular crime. The amount is over 2 standard deviations away from the mean (toward the far outer portion of the tails of a bell-shaped curve). 
The yellow represents numbers that are highly statistically significant. It denotes that there were more than average incidents of the particular crime. The amount is over 2 standard deviations away from the mean (toward the far outer portion of the tails of a bell-shaped curve). 
This data was compiled by the Crime Analyst Unit of the Real Time Crime Center. Contact Sarah Masek at 768-4822 or smasek@cabq.gov for further information or questions. |